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as 57°. 171. 4A>liA8M. 22!r. 29\ 21*. This is not quite correct in the
last figure, as the sixths and sevenths are 22vl. 22TU. ...
It will have been seen that the present triple calculation of the an-
gle, confirmed by Paucker, leaves not a shadow of a doubt of the ac-
curacy of the values of the unit-angle here given to as many places as the
former extends to. ?
On Systems of Porismatic Equations, Algebraical and Trigono-
metrical. By Prof. WOLSTENHOLME.
[Read April 10th, 1873.]
Tho system of algebraical equations
yz ' \y z I \z y I
'I— + —) +c'f— +£) =o
where x, y, z are unequal quantities, is porismatic; that is, there is either
no solution at all; or if a certain relation between tho coefficients be
satisfied, there is an infinite number of solutions, any one of the equa-
tions being then dcducible from the other two.
The same proposition is true for a system of any number of such equa-
tions, as also of course for the system of trigonometrical equations of
which the type is
a cos ft cos y + b sin ft sin y + c
+ a (sin ft + sin y) + b' (cos ft + cos y) + c sin (ft -f y).
I propose to investigate these propositions directly for systems of
three, four, and five algebraical equations, and for systems of thrco and
four trigonometrical equations.
I. Suppose we have the system (A). The second and third equa-
.tions prove that y, z are the two roots of the quadratic equation in u,
u
2
 (&;c2 + ax + c) + u (ciV+ex + b') + (cV + b'x+a) = 0,
€0 that we have
1 _ — (y+z) _. yz ,jx
 #
b.ir + ax+c' a'rf + cx + b' crf+b'z + a
or btf + az + c'^ X, a'z2 + cx+b' = — \ (y + z), cu? + b'x + a =\yz. •
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o, c, b'
c', b, a'
o, a, c
}, Na = X { A ' -
by — N, we haveIf we denote the determinant
K9 = X JB-A'
A, B, C, A', B', 0' denoting as usual a*—be, aa' — b'c, reci-
procal to a, &, c, a', &', c'.
We have then the equation in yz,
or,
- C ' a -
A"-BC _ B'a-CA _ C-AB
b
—) = 0.
AA/-B>0/
a' ~ b' ~
BO that the above equation may be written
+ 2(C-C')+2B'(y +
y z I \z y
It therefore appears that if C = C , any one of the three equations (A)
is deducible from the other two. Moreover, substituting from (1) in
the first of the equations (A), we obtain, on reduction,
(C-C) f-5- + bx*+c+ 2a'x+2 -^ + 2c') = 0,
or, if C — C be not 0, we have for x exactly the equation we should
have by putting y or « = x in the .equations (A). Assuming, then,
a;, y, z to be unequal, two of the roots of the above quartic in x will be
y and z, and rejecting these we shall have only a quadratic for x; and
since, by exactly the same process, we should come to the same equa-
tion in y or z; i. e., the system cannot be satisfied by unequal values of
x, y, z unless C=C. If this condition be satisfied, an infinite number
of solutions exist, any one of the three equations being deducible from
the other two.
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II. Let there be a system of four such equations in
respectively. We shall have as before from the first pair,
1 _ — (Xy+X3) _
bx\ + a'ajj+o' dx\ + ox^+b' v'x]
and also from the last pair
a!x c'&j -f- b'
bxt -f" ax,-\-o axo -\- cx2-\-b ex. -\- I
whence ~ - — ; , = -A r, — ,\
ox. -\- (LXi-\-c ax. -\- ex4 +o cx\ ~r I
These give us (cc— db') x2xA + (b'c— ad) (a;4 + x^ + b'% - ac = 0,
and similarly, B'avr4—C (x2+a?4) + A' = 0,
r = o,
= 0, or N2 = 0.
which lead to the determinant A, B', C
B', C, A'
C, A', B
The condition for the coexistence of four such equations is therefore
ad*+bb'i+cc%'-dbc—2db'c — 0.
The relation between as^ may by means of this condition be written in
the symmetrical form ^£4 - ^^-* + i = 0,
A C a
each of the .three equations between a?2> ®t being equivalent to this.
The same relation also holds between %\X3, BO that the solutions give a
system in involution, XiX3 being conjugate, as also XtX^
III. If we have a system of five such equations between
ic&x4, Xi%6, and x5xu we shall obtain, as in I., the equation
^- + ^ ) =0,
and similar equations between x^x^ xsxB, xtxu and x^, where
6, = 6N + AM,
 Cl =
6't = &'N-2A'M, c[ =
where M denotes C—0'.
But if we treat this system in exactly the same way, we shall be led
to another system of equations in xYx2, x2x3,... as at first, the coefficients
a2, b2i c2, d2, b'2) ci being formed from au blt cu du b'u c\ in the same way
as these from a, &, c, a', 6', c. This system must coincide with the
original system {equal values not being admitted as solutions) ; or
a-z _&2 C'i a2 &2 Ca
a b c d b' o' . .
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Of course these are all satisfied, if one condition only be satisfied; we
will«take the first ajb—ab% = 0.
Now Oj = a^x+BjM! = 0^1+M* (&i2—fyc,)
= (aN+BM) N,+(6',1-alc1) M,.
Also 6'^-chd = (&'N-2A'M)2-(aN+BM) {cN+2(C + C) M|
= N2 (6'2-ac)-MN {4&'A'+cB + 2a(C+C)}
+ 2M2{2A'2-B
Bat . l'2—ac = B,
2A'a-B (C + C) = 2 (A'a-B0)+B (C-C) = 2aN+BM.
Hehce la^—oijEMN, (B&—Aa)
+M, [N2 (B6-Aa)-MN {4 (&6'A'-aa'B') +c (B&~
+2M8(B&-Aa)].
But Bb-ka = hb'%—aa", 6&'A'—aa'B'^-c'C&^-aa'*), so that
Joj-a&a = (bb't-aa") [MN|+M, jN*-MN (c-4o') +2M8}],
and the required condition manifestly is
MN1+M1{Na-MN(Jc-4c')+2M3{ == 0,
or, calling 0—4c'—L,
, MN1+M1(Na-LMN+2M8)=0.
Again M! = C!—Cj = cia—tti&i—Cici+a'16'1
= (c'N+CM)2-(aN+BM) (6N+AM)
- {cN+2 (C + C) M} (o/N+CM) + (a'N-2B/M) (6/N-2A'M),
in which the coefficient of N2 is C—C or M,
„ „ MNis
2Cc ' -Aa-B6-Cc-2 (C + C) c'-2A'a'-2B'&',
or - (Aa+B6 + Cc+2A'a+2B'6'+2CV),
or - 3 N ;
and the coefficient of M* is
C2-AB-2C (C + CO+^A'B',
or C'2-AB-4 (CC'-A'B') - (C-C')a = cN-4c'N-M2 = LN-M2.
Hence M, = - 2MN2+LMW-M*.
Finally Ni = (aN+BM) (a'N-2B'M)9 + (6N+AM) (6'N-2A'M)1
+ {cN+2(C + C')M( (c'N+CM)2
-(aN+BM) (6N+AM) [cN+2 (C + C) M]
- 2 (a N-2B'M) (&'N-2A'M) (c'N+CM).
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In this expression the coefficient of N8 is N; that of N*M is
A(6'J-oc)+B (a'2-&c) + 2(C + C')(c'1-a&) + 2C(co'-ay)
-4A'(i6'-cV)-4B'(aa'-6V)
= 2AB + 2C (C + C) + 2CO'-8A'B'
= 2 (AB-C'a) + 8 (CC'-A'B') + 2 (C-C')J
= _2 (c-4c') N+2Ma = - 2LN + 2M2.
The coefficient of NM2 is
= 2a [2 (B'a-AC) +A (O-C')] + 26 [2 (A'?-BC)+B (C-C) ]
+c (C2-AB + Ca-C'a) +4a' [A'(C-C') + 0'A'-BB')
+46'[B'(C-C')-(B'C/-AA/)]+4o'[C(C-C') + 2(CC'
= 2a(2&N+AM) + 26 (2aN+BM) +c [cN+ (O + CT) M]
o'(- 6'N+A'M)+46'(-a'N + B'M) +4c'(2o'N+CM)
+M [2Ao+2B6 + (0 + (T) c+4AV+4B'6'+4Cc']
= N [8a6-8e t+8ab'-8cc'+ (c-4c')2]
+M[2(Aa+B6+Cc+2AV+2B'6'+2CV)-(c-4c')(C-C')]
= - 8MN+L2N+6MN+LM3N '
= -2MN+LaN-LM2.
Lastly, the coefficient of M3 is
4BB'a+4AA'J+2 (C + C) C-2AB (C + C')-8A'B'C
= 4 (AA'2+BB/2+CC/2-ABC-2AB'C)
+2 (C-C) (C2+2CO'+AB-4AT3'),
and C2+2CC/+AB-4A'B'= (C-C')2+4(CC'-A'B')-C2+AB
= Ma+4CT5T-CN = M2 - NL,
or tho coefficient of M3 is 4N2—2LMN + 2M3.
The complete expression of N\ is then
N*+2*kNa (M2- LN) -M2N (2MN+LM2-L2N)
+M3 (4N2-2LMN+2M8),
or is N4+4M8!NP+2M6-LMN(2Ni!+3M3) +L2M2N2;
and the condition for the subsistence of the system of five equations is
M |N4+4M3N2+2N6-LMN (2N2 + 3M3)+L2M2N2}
= M (2N2-LMN + M3) (N2-LMN+2M1),
or MN8(N2-fM3-LMN)=0,
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of which M, N are irrelevant (though easily interpretable), the true
condition being M*—LMN+NJ = 0. •'.
The method of proceeding in such equations is now manifest, but the
labour clearly increases fast. The geometrical interpretation of the
equations will show us that all such conditions will involve only the
three functions L, M, N of the coefficients, and we will afterwards
determine the connexion of these with the invariants of a system of.
two conies.
Now consider the system of trigonometrical equations whose type is
a cos/3 cosy+6 sin/3 einy—c+a\/—1 (sin/3 + sin y)
+ 6' V ^ l (cos B + cos y) + c sin (/3 + y) = 0,
the notation being slightly altered for reasons which will be seen when
the geometrical meaning is considered.
First, if we have a system of three in a, B, y, we see that B, y are
the two values of 0 which satisfy the equation
a cos a cos 0 + 6 sin a sin0—c+a'\/—1 (sin a-f sin 0)
+ 6' v ^ - 1 (cos o + cos 0) + c sin (a + 0) = 0,
B+yp sm
so that a cos a+c sin a-+ &'\/—1 c'cosa + 6 sina + a'v'—
/3-y
cos e_z
b' V — 1 cos a + a'\/—1 sin a —• c
_ (2).
Hence tan g ± * = c ' C 0 S q + & sina + a V - 1 _ £ >
* a cos a + c sin a-\-bW—\ 2
andso
acos/3 + c' sin/3 + 6' */—\ 9.
whence
of which the numerator is
(cn - ah) sin (a - /3) - \ / ^ l (66 ' - a c) (sin a - s in ,3)
— \/— 1 (aa'-r-b'c') (cos/3— cos a),
and the denominator
(c^+u1) cos a cos /3 + (c2 + 62) sina sin/3-(a'*+6'J)
+ \/—1 (6'c + a'6) (sin a + sin B) + V'—1 (c'a' + a6') (cos a + cos B)
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or (+
+ </^l (b'c + a'b)(sin a + sin ft) + -/—\ {ca + ah')(COB O + cos ft)
+ c'(a+Z>)sin(a+/3)
= (o'2-a&) {1+cos ( a - / 5 ) | - < / ^ l (J&'-aV) (cos a+cos /5)
— - / ^ I (aa' - 6 V) (sin a + sin ft),
or (a+&) {a cbsa cos/3+& sina sin/3—e-f v'—1 a'(sin a + sin/3)
+ v / - l 6'(cos o+cos /3)+c' sin (a + ft) \
, = a*—Je+£>''-ea+c»—a&.
Hence the condition required is
a 1 +f+c ' 1 — Jo—ca - a5 = 0.
Unless this condition be satisfied, the system cannot be satisfied
except by two of the three a, ft, y being equal; while if this condition
be satisfied, any one equation is deducible from the other two.
If by means of equations (2) we eliminate a, we obtain an equation
between /3, y, which coincides with the given equation when, and only
when, bc+ca+ab = a'a+6'a+c'a; also, if we substitute from (2) in the
given equation between ft, y, the resulting equation is (as in the
algebraic case)
(6c+ca+ab - a'2 - b'a - c7)
X (acos2a.+ 6 sin'a —c+2a'v—1 cosa + 26 v—X sin a + c'sin 2a) = 0,
and the same reasoning applies.
Nexb, if there be a system of four such equations between aft, fty, y$,
and Sa respectively, we shall have, as before,
a coaft+c'sinft + b'*/—1 c'cos/3 + 6 sin/3+a'\/—1
ft-y
cos
. ; • • »
bv — 1 coaft + a v—1 sin/3—c
and also r-—- = -; r r— = . ,- : »
whence a C 0 S ^ + c > s ^ I 1 ^ + ^ v / r - - l
 = c'co&ft + b Bin.ft + a'*/~^
acos^H-... C'COBS+...
—c
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and taking the first pair, we get, on dividing out the extraneous factor
s i n / 3 " 3
2 '
(<P-ab) cos £ = ^ - V ^ l (bb'-c'd) cos
o r
- v ^ l (ad- h'c) sin £±^ = 0,2
= 0,c c o s ^2
and similarly, from the others,
A ' c o s ^ - v ^ l C ' c o s ' ^ - v ^ l B sin ^  = 0,
2 A it
Bcos
2
for which to exist simultaneously, we must have
C, B \ A' = 0, or (aa/2+66'a+cc'8-a6c-2a'6V)a=0.
B\ A, C
A', C, B
If this condition be satisfied, of the three equations in /?, I each becomes
1
X' C 0 SX '
C 0 S
 2 +B'«m 2 + O ^ C O S 2 = 0 '
and the same relation holds between a, y.
Now consider the conies U, V, whose equations are
a58+^+2a = 0, and lxi+my2+nzi+2tyz + 2mzx+2rixy = 0 ;
any point on U is cos a, sin a, v — 1 , and the intersection of the tan-
gents at two such points /3, y is cos 1"?, sin 1"y, y'—1 cos
and the condition that this may lie on V is, on reduction,
(l—m—n) cos(3 cosy + (—l+m—n) sin/3 siny + l+m—n
+ 21'x/~—\ (sin /3+sin y) + 2m'\f—\ (cos /3 + cos y)
This also expresses that the two points are conjugate to each other
with respect to a third conic (W) whose equation is
(l—m—n) »*+ (—1+mT-n) y*+ (—l—m+n) z*
+4l'yz+4<mzx+4<n,'xy = 0,
or eU—2AV = 0, if A, G, 6', A' be the fundamental invariants of
the system U, V,
Hence any system of such equations can be geometrically interpreted,
with reference to any two of the three covariant conies U, V, W*
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Also, putting 2 cos o = Xi H , &c, the trigonometrical equation
a?,
between a, /3 leads to the algebraical equation
I—m + 2ri\/—1 .
 / 7 o / /—7N " n / J . %
• [- (l—m—2n V—l) XiX-i—2(Z+w.—n)
XX
x3 xj
and if we make this coincide with our algebraic equation,
a = I—m + 2n'\^-T, b = Z—w—2nsT-\, c = — 2(Z+m—n),
a '=2( r+mV~l) , 6'= 2(w-s/^T-O, c '=+n;
also the invariants of the two conies are
A = 1, G=l+7w.+w, Q'=mn+nl+lm—P—nt2—«'9,
A' = Imn + 2Z'TOV—ZZ'a—»/J—M«/J.
Now L = c—4<c = - 2(Z+wi+n) = — 29 ,
M = c>-ab—cc+a'b'= ni-(l-my-4>n3 + 2n(l+m-n)-4(
= -(Z+m+n)J+4(wn + nZ+Z»i-Z'2—m'a-n'2) = -G2+4Ae',
and 1$ = aai + bb'i+cc2—abc—2ab'<£
= 8 (Z-m) (Z'2-TO/2)-
= 8 [(l-m) (p-ml) + (l+m) (P+m3) -U'm'ri + 2nnn']
'
2+m'i+n1)+2
2
--Zwn—2Z'mV)
—P—m3—ri3) +lGlmn
—Z+m+n)(Z—m+n)(Z+w—n)
= - i 6 A ' + 8 e e ' - 2 e 8 ,
or = -16A1A'+8G9'A-2e3,
making it homogeneous.
We have thus expressed our three fundamental functions of the co-
efficients in terms of the invariants of the two conies U, V. The con-
ditions for the coexistence of six, or any other number, of such equations
can be expressed in terms of A, 9, G', A', and thoreforo in terms of tho
L, M, N already used.
